REQUEST FOR DEVELOPMENT OF AN SSPC STANDARD

Submitted by:

Subject/Title:

Description:

**Purpose:** (i.e., why is this standard needed, and how will it benefit the protective coatings industry)

What industry groups are likely to use this standard?

What other standards (SSPC or other) may duplicate or otherwise be affected by development of this standard?

Is this standard to be considered for joint development?  □ No  □ Yes

If joint development is proposed, please provide name of cooperating organization(s) and explain the rationale for proposing joint development:

List individuals who will work on the task group developing this standard, and an estimate of time to develop preliminary draft.

Signature of requestor:  Date:
After evaluating this proposal from a business standpoint SSPC staff

☐ conurs  ☐ does not concur with the request for joint development.

(If staff does not concur, provide explanation below:)